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Branch Bunker Birthday is a DreamWorks Trolls Little Golden Book that
tells the story of Branch's birthday party and his friends' efforts to make it
perfect. The book is written by Cathy Hapka and illustrated by Golden
Books. It was published in 2017.

The story begins with Branch waking up to the sound of his friends singing
"Happy Birthday." Poppy, Creek, DJ Suki, Biggie, and Mr. Dinkles have
thrown Branch a surprise birthday party in his bunker. Branch is initially
hesitant to celebrate, but his friends convince him to let loose and have
some fun.

The friends spend the day playing games, eating cake, and dancing.
Branch even gets a special gift from Poppy: a new leaf for his hair. At the
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end of the day, Branch realizes that he loves his friends and that they will
always be there for him.

Branch Bunker Birthday is a heartwarming story about friendship and
acceptance. It teaches children that it's important to be yourself and that
your friends will love you for who you are. The book also features vibrant
illustrations that bring the story to life.

Favorite Quotes from Branch Bunker Birthday

"Happy birthday, Branch! We're so glad you're our friend." - Poppy

"I'm not much for parties, but I'm glad you guys threw me one." -
Branch

"Friendship is like a rainbow. It's beautiful and it always makes me
smile." - Creek

"Even though Branch is grumpy sometimes, we still love him." - DJ
Suki

"Happy birthday, Branch! You're the best!" - Biggie

Branch Bunker Birthday is a delightful book that children of all ages will
enjoy. It's a heartwarming story about friendship and acceptance, with
vibrant illustrations that bring the story to life. I highly recommend this book
to anyone who is a fan of the DreamWorks Trolls franchise or who is
looking for a great story to read to their children.

Age Range: 2-5 years

Grade Level: Preschool-Kindergarten
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